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eismoelectric numerical modeling on a grid
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ABSTRACT

Our finite-difference algorithm provides a new method for
simulating how seismic waves in arbitrarily heterogeneous po-
rous media generate electric fields through an electrokinetic
mechanism called seismoelectric coupling.As the first step in our
simulations, we calculate relative pore-fluid/grain-matrix dis-
placement by using existing poroelastic theory. We then calculate
the electric current resulting from the grain/fluid displacement by
using seismoelectric coupling theory. This electrofiltration cur-
rent acts as a source term in Poisson’s equation, which then al-
lows us to calculate the electric potential distribution. We can
safely neglect induction effects in our simulations because the
model area is within the electrostatic near field for the depth of in-
vestigation �tens to hundreds of meters� and the frequency ranges

�10 Hz to 1 kHz� of interest for shallow seismoelectric surveys.
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e can independently calculate the electric-potential distribu-
ion for each time step in the poroelastic simulation without loss
f accuracy because electro-osmotic feedback �fluid flow that is
erturbed by generated electric fields� is at least 105 times smaller
han flow that is driven by fluid-pressure gradients and matrix ac-
eleration, and is therefore negligible. Our simulations demon-
trate that, distinct from seismic reflections, the seismoelectric
nterface response from a thin layer �at least as thin as one-twenti-
th of the seismic wavelength� is considerably stronger than the
esponse from a single interface. We find that the interface re-
ponse amplitude decreases as the lateral extent of a layer de-
reases below the width of the first Fresnel zone. We conclude, on
he basis of our modeling results and of field results published
lsewhere, that downhole and/or crosswell survey geometries
nd time-lapse applications are particularly well suited to the
eismoelectric method.
INTRODUCTION

Observations of seismoelectric phenomena have been reported by
any authors in the last seventy years �Thompson, 1936; Martner

nd Sparks, 1959; Parkhomenko, 1971�. A swell of experimental in-
erest in the recent past �Thompson and Gist, 1993; Butler et al.,
996; Mikhailov et al., 1997; Garambois and Dietrich, 2001; Haines
t al., 2003� suggests that the seismoelectric method could come into
egular use soon, but reliable application to geophysical imaging re-
ains elusive. The amassed literature indicates that seismoelectric

henomena definitely can be observed, and continued experimenta-
ion is encouraged.

Of most interest are the two seismoelectric modes described by
ride �1994� and Pride and Haartsen �1996� and discussed by Haines
2004�: �1� the coseismic electric field within both compressional
nd Rayleigh waves that is created by accumulation and depletion of
lectrokinetic charge in regions of dilation and compression and �2�
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N58 Haines and Pride
Because the interface response is created at subsurface interfaces,
t is the mode that generally is considered most useful for subsurface
maging. Field results �e.g., Butler et al., 1996; Haines, 2004� and
heoretical predictions �Haartsen and Pride, 1997; Garambois and
ietrich, 2002� indicate that the interface response can provide use-

ul information such as the locations of interfaces in flow properties
nd chemical contrasts, even from layers that are thinner than the
eismic wavelength. Real progress beyond the current state of the
cience in seismoelectric prospecting, however, will likely require
ignificantly more experimental complexity and an associated in-
rease in expenses.

Many of the potential benefits and limitations of seismoelectric
rospecting can be addressed through numerical simulation of the
eld experiments. Haartsen and Pride �1997� present a seismoelec-

ric modeling algorithm for full three-dimensional �3D� wave propa-
ation through one-dimensional �1D� �stratified� geologic models.
hey simulate the seismoelectric interface response from both litho-

ogical and fluid-chemistry contrasts �interfaces�. Garambois and
ietrich �2002� use a similar algorithm to test seismoelectric sensi-

ivity to contrasts in porosity, permeability, salinity, and pore-fluid
iscosity. These results provide valuable insight into the types of
ontrasts that may be imaged with the seismoelectric method but do
ot provide any information about the effects of lateral subsurface
eterogeneities on seismoelectric response. Because most realistic
pplications of the seismoelectric method �imaging of sand channels
r time-lapse monitoring of oil reservoirs� involve complicated sub-
urface geometries, we need grid-based modeling algorithms to sim-
late realistic applications of the method. Such modeling capabili-
ies will help provide synthetic data sets for designing and testing
ata-processing algorithms. Han and Wang �2001� provide an algo-
ithm for finite-element modeling of the seismoelectric equations
ut limit their treatment to SH waves.

In this paper, we use numerical simulations to focus on how the
eismoelectric method may best be used and on how target geometry
ariations alter the observed interface response. We present a finite-
ifference modeling algorithm that simulates seismoelectric phe-
omena in earth models with arbitrary heterogeneity but allows for
ll poroelastic wave modes �fast waves, slow waves, and shear
aves�.Atwo-dimensional �2D� implementation of this algorithm is
iven to test the effect of target geometry variations �layer thickness,
ateral extent, and lateral position� on the observed seismoelectric
esponse. We then present results from a downhole time-lapse sur-
ey simulation, which we consider to be an application that is partic-
larly well suited to the seismoelectric method.

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

Starting with the full set of equations governing the coupled seis-
ic and electromagnetic response as derived by Pride �1994�, we
rst define the physics taking place in the equations and then make a
eries of justified approximations to arrive at the final �reduced� set
f equations that will be solved numerically. We then discuss the nu-
erical solution procedure.

ull set of equations for all response fields

Assuming an e−i�t time dependence, the fully coupled seismoelec-
ric governing equations are
− �2�u = − �Pc + � · � D + �2� fw , �1�

� D = G��u + �uT−
2

3
� · uI� , �2�

− �Pc

pf
� = KU�1 B

B B/�
��� · u

� · w
� , �3�

�− i�w

J
� = �k���/� f L���

L��� ���� ��−� pf + �2� fu

E
� , �4�

� � H = − i��E + J , �5�

nd
� � E = i��H . �6�

hese are Biot’s �1962� equations for the solid displacements u and
ltration displacements w �the relative fluid/grain displacement�,
long with Maxwell’s equations for the electric and magnetic fields
and H. The deviatoric stress tensor �D is defined as �D = � + PcI,
here � is the total bulk stress tensor acting on the material, and Pc is

he confining �or total bulk� pressure.
The three poroelastic constants �KU, B, and �� are �1� the un-

rained bulk modulus KU, defined as the ratio of the confining pres-
ure change to the sample dilatation for a sealed sample; �2� Skemp-
on’s �1954� coefficient B, defined as the ratio of the fluid pressure pf

o the confining pressure increments under the same undrained con-
itions; and �3� the Biot and Willis �1957� constant �, defined as the
atio of confining pressure to fluid-pressure increments, under the
ondition that the sample volume does not change. A general exact
elation between these three poroelastic moduli is �B = 1 − K/KU,
here K is the drained bulk modulus �the bulk modulus under the

ondition that the fluid pressure does not change�. Note that Biot’s
1962� moduli C and M are exactly related to the above as C = BKU

nd M = BKU/�. Under the special restriction that the grains are iso-
ropic and homogeneous within each sample of the porous material,
assmann’s �1951� fluid-substitution relations are available to us,
hich can be stated as

� = 1 −
K

Ks
, �7�

B =
�

� + 	�K/Kf − K/Ks�
, �8�

nd

KU =
K

1 − B�
, �9�

here Kf is the fluid’s bulk modulus, and Ks is the bulk modulus of
he solid grain material. The key parameter controlling all the elec-
rokinetic coupling is L. All of the parameters and variables, along
ith their names and respective units of measurement, are shown in
able 1.
The electrokinetic coupling at work in seismoelectric response is

he result of a nanometer-scale separation of charge in which a bound
harge is fixed to the surfaces of the solid grains is balanced by a dif-
usively distributed free countercharge �ions� in the mobile layer of
djacent fluid. This charge separation is called the electric double
ayer.
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Seismoelectric numerical modeling N59
We now describe the two types of electrokinetic coupling that are
resent in the transport laws of equation 4. Seismic waves generate a
orce − �pf + �2� fu that, in addition to driving a Darcy fluid filtra-
ion �k/� f��− �pf + �2� fu�, also transports the diffuse charge of the
ouble layer relative to the bound charge on the grain surfaces, re-
ulting in a streaming electric current L�− �pf + �2� fu�. Such gen-
ration of an electric current from an applied fluid-pressure gradient
s known as electrofiltration and is responsible for so-called seismo-
lectric phenomena. Conversely, when an applied electric field E
cts on a porous material, in addition to driving a conduction current
iven by �E, it also acts as a body force on the excess charge of the
iffuse double layer, resulting in a net fluid filtration given by LE.
uch generation of a fluid filtration from an electric field is known as
lectro-osmosis, and it is responsible for so-called electroseismic
henomena. If the coupling coefficient L were set to zero, there
ould be complete decoupling between the poroelastic and electro-
agnetic response fields.
Pride �1994� obtains analytic expressions for the frequency de-

endence of the three porous-media transport coefficients: perme-
bility k���, electrokinetic coupling coefficient L���, and electric
onductivity ����. The important relaxation in these coefficients is
ssociated with the onset of viscous boundary layers in the pores;
.e., above a certain transition frequency �t, inertial forces in the
ores begin to dominate the viscous shearing, except in a small
oundary layer near the grain surfaces. The creation of such viscous
oundary layers changes the amplitude and phase of the induced
ransport. The transition frequency is given by �t = � f /�� fFko�,
here � f is the fluid viscosity, � f is the fluid density, F is the electrical

ormation factor, and ko is the steady-flow permeability �Pride,
994�. For typical rocks and soils, �t/�2
��105 Hz, which lies far
bove the seismic bandwidth ��10 Hz to 1 kHz� of interest to us
ere.

educed set of equations for seismoelectric response

We now make a series of justified approximations that result in a
educed set of equations in which the poroelastic response can be de-
ermined independently from the electrical response. The wave-
nduced fluid-pressure gradients and particle accelerations then act
s source terms in the electrical-response equations.

As noted above, the relaxations associated with the development
f viscous boundary layers occur at frequencies far greater than the
eismic band. As such, we are in the low-frequency limit that allows
ride’s �1994� results for the transport coefficients to be written as

� f

k���
= � f ko − i�� f F�1 + 2/n� , �10�

L��� = � f �/�� f F� , �11�

nd

���� = � f /F . �12�

ere the zeta potential � describes the strength of the electric double
ayer at the grain/fluid boundary, and n is a dimensionless parameter
hat is close to eight in clean materials and is defined in the dynamic
ermeability of Johnson et al. �1987�. We write �̃ f = � fF�1 + 2/n� to
enote the effective fluid inertia in Darcy’s law in what follows. Al-
hough the inertial term −i��̃ f has a negligible amplitude relative to
/ko in the seismic band, it will not be set to zero in Darcy’s law be-
ause it provides numerical stability in the explicit time-stepping fi-
able 1. Variables and parameters used in equations.

ymbol Meaning Units

Poisson finite-differencing operator —
Skempton’s coefficient —

m Salt concentration mol/liter
Electric field V/m
Formation factor —
Shear modulus Pa
Claerbout’s helix-derivative matrix —
Magnetic field A/m
Identity tensor —
Current density A/m2

Dynamic permeability m2

o Steady-flow permeability m2

Drained bulk modulus Pa

f Fluid bulk modulus Pa

s Solid �grain� bulk modulus Pa

U Undrained bulk modulus Pa
Electrokinetic coupling coefficient A/�Pa m�

o Source moment J
Johnson parameter —

f Fluid pressure Pa

c Confining pressure Pa
Grain/fluid relative velocity m/s

�t� Dimensionless source function —

Time s
Grain displacement m

p P-wave velocity m/s
Grain velocity m/s
Grain/fluid relative displacement m
Biot-Willis constant —
Dirac delta function —

Biot Slow wave diffusive skin depth m

EM Electromagnetic skin depth m
Electric permittivity F/m

f Fluid electric permittivity F/m

o Electric permittivity of vacuum F/m
Zeta potential V

f Fluid viscosity Pa s
Wavelength m

U Undrained Lamé modulus Pa
Magnetic permeability H/m

o Permeability of vacuum H/m
Bulk density kg/m3

f Fluid density kg/m3

s Grain density kg/m3

f Effective fluid inertia kg/m3

Bulk electric conductivity S/m

f Fluid electric conductivity S/m
Total bulk stress tensor Pa

D Deviatoric stress tensor Pa

s Isotropic stress tensor —
Porosity —
Electric potential V
Angular frequency rad/s

t Transition frequency Hz
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N60 Haines and Pride
ite-difference modeling to be used. Relaxation in the poroelastic
oduli caused by to attenuation mechanisms �e.g., as modeled by
ride et al., 2004� are neglected here.
Not every term within the governing equations 1–6 must be in-

luded in seismoelectric numerical modeling. For example, the di-
lectric-displacement current −i��E can be neglected relative to the
onduction current �E because ��/��10−4 throughout the seismic
and and for materials of interest.

Most notably, for seismoelectric applications in which seismic
aves are generating electric fields, one can neglect the electro-
smotic feedback by which the generated electric field acts on the
lectric double layers in the pores, retarding the seismically induced
ow. The amplitude of this feedback effect is estimated by consider-

ng the electric field generated in a compressional wave propagating
hrough a homogeneous material. In this case, the charge accumulat-
ng in the peaks and troughs of the wave generates an electric field
hat drives a conduction current that just balances the streaming cur-
ent so that J = 0. As such, equation 4 gives E = −�L/���
− �pf + �2� f u�, which allows Darcy’s law, to be written as

− i�w =
k

� f
�1 −

� f L2

k�
��− � pf + �2� fu� . �13�

he dimensionless correction term in the parentheses represents the
lectro-osmotic feedback and, for the materials of interest, typically
ill satisfy � f L2/�ko���10−5, which can be safely neglected rela-

ive to one.As such, the electro-osmotic feedback term LE is at most
tiny perturbation to the wave-induced fluid flow and can be ne-

lected in Darcy’s law. This fact allows the poroelastic response to
e completely decoupled from the generated electric fields.

In preparation for rewriting the governing equations in the time
omain, we use q = −i�w to represent the Darcy filtration velocity,
= −i�u to represent the solid’s particle velocity, and � = �D

Pc I to represent the total bulk stress tensor. When we invoke the
bove justified approximations, the seismoelectric equations are
ransformed to the time domain by using −i�→� /�t to obtain

�
� v

� t
+ � f

� q

� t
= � · �, �14�

�15�

� �

� t
= ��U � · v + KUB � · q	I + G��v + ��v�T	 , �16�

−
� pf

� t
=

KUB

�
�� � · v + � · q	 , �17�

� � H = �E + L
� f

ko
q , �18�

nd

� � E = − �
� H

� t
, �19�

here �U = KU − 2G/3 is the undrained Lamé modulus of the po-
ous material. Note that the poroelastic response �equations 14–17�
ow is completely decoupled from the electromagnetic response
equations 18 and 19�. In Ampére’s law �equation 18�, the wave-
nduced Darcy flux q �normalized by the fluid mobility ko/� f� is the
ource for the converted electromagnetic fields.

Our applications in this study are to the shallow subsurface de-
ned as depths of investigation d less than a few hundred meters. Be-
ause of this restriction, a further approximation is justified. By com-
ining equations 18 and 19 and by assuming an e−i�t time depen-
ence, the electromagnetic skin depth EM that is associated with the
nductive electromagnetic diffusion is seen to be EM = 1/
���.
cross the seismic band ��/�2
��1 kHz	, and for the materials of

nterest to us, EM �1 km.
It is standard to demonstrate, using the Green’s tensor for Max-

ell’s equations �e.g., Hertz, 1893�, that the near-field response de-
ned by d/EM�1 is exactly the quasi-static response. As such, our
odeled electric fields in this study �satisfying d/EM�1� are con-

ained within the electrostatic near field of the electromagnetic dis-
urbances, so that the effects of induction can be entirely neglected.
his means that � �E = 0 throughout the modeled region, and thus
= − ��, where � is the electric potential. Taking the divergence

f equation 18 gives the Poisson equation controlling �:

� · �� ��� = � · �� f L

ko
q� . �20�

e are not interested here in determining the magnetic fields be-
ause they are too small to be measured in field experiments ���oH�
n the order of picoteslas�. Note that although the source term on the
ight-hand side involves taking the divergence, any shear waves
resent nonetheless will act as electrical source terms at any inter-
ace where � f L/ko changes. The electric field E = − ��, deter-
ined from equation 20, is the total field generated from both com-

ressional and shear waves.
To model the effect of an explosion at the source point rs, we add

o the above stress tensor an additional isotropic stress tensor �s that
as the form

�s�r,t� = s�t�MoI�r − rs� , �21�

here s�t� is a dimensionless source wavelet with a peak amplitude
f one and Mo is the seismic moment release �units of energy�. From
ur field experiments �e.g., Haines, 2004�, we have determined that
sing Mo = 400 J for every kilogram of dynamite exploded produc-
s synthetic �modeled� fields that are of comparable magnitude to the
eld measurements.

umerical implementation

The poroelastic response that must be determined numerically is
overned by equations 14–17, which represent the low-frequency
imit of Biot’s �1962� equations. Any stable algorithm that solves
iot’s equations on a grid could be adopted. We choose to use a code
eveloped by Chunling Wu at Stanford University �unpublished�.
u’s code uses a 2D staggered grid and explicitly updates fields us-

ng second-order time differences, while determining spatial deriva-
ives using the Fourier transform �a pseudospectral algorithm�. The
lgorithm is similar to that of Ozdenvar and McMechan �1997�. Fol-
owing Cerjan et al. �1985�, absorbing boundary conditions are
chieved by smoothly ramping down the solid and fluid velocities,
he bulk stress, and the fluid pressure in a 30-grid-point layer that
urrounds all four sides of the modeling domain. Modeling the Dirac
elta source function in 2D using the pseudospectral approach re-
uires distributing the Dirac over four neighboring grid points �as
pposed to just one grid point in the usual fourth-order spatial differ-
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Seismoelectric numerical modeling N61
ncing�, placing a weight of 1/�4�x�z� on each of these grid points to
epresent the Dirac. No noticeable Gibbs phenomena are encoun-
ered in this method. Finite jumps in the material properties also can
e present without noticeable Gibbs phenomena.

As shown by Pride and Garambois �2002�, proper modeling of the
uid-pressure diffusion �Biot slow wave� around material-property
ontrasts is key to the proper modeling of the seismoelectric conver-
ions. Modeling the Biot slow wave near an interface when Fourier
ransforms are used to calculate the spatial derivatives requires two
r more grid points within the diffusive skin depth Biot of the Biot
low wave. By inserting equation 15 into equation 17, one obtains
he expression Biot�
koKUB/�� f���, where � can be taken as the
enter circular frequency of the seismic pulse. In the simulations that
ollow, we work with a vertical grid spacing that always satisfies �z

Biot/4. Most of the models were run with �x = 7�z/5. The usual
ourant time-stability condition �t ��z/�vp


2� is used to determine
he time step �t, where vp is the fast P-wave velocity. In using this
ime discretization criterion, instability never was encountered.
hunling Wu’s code has been tested, and it reproduces the exact
nown results for plane waves in homogeneous media.

The electromagnetic equations 18 and 19 also could be solved by
xplicit time differencing on a staggered grid to obtain both E and H.
owever, as noted above, all electromagnetic fields in this paper are

n the electrostatic near field of the interface generating a conver-
ion. As such, we elect to solve the Poisson equation �equation 20�
or the electric potentials � by using second-order finite-difference
pproximations in two dimensions. We do so following the approach
f Claerbout �1998�. After discretization, the operator � · ��� � be-
omes a matrix we call A, whereas the source term � · �� fLq/ko� be-
omes the 1D array called d, and we have the simultaneous set of
quations A� = d to solve for the electric potentials at all the grid
oints. However, this set of equations is rather poorly conditioned
A is far from being diagonal�, and conjugate-gradient iterations
onverge slowly at best.

To improve the conditioning, we use the helix-derivative concept
f Claerbout �1998�. One defines a matrix H such that H�H = R,
here R is the second-order differencing approximation of the nega-

ive Laplacian −�2 on the finite-differencing grid and where H� is the
onjugate transpose of H. Claerbout �1998� finds an explicit expres-
ion for H that satisfies H�H = R. Using his helix-wrapping concept,
n which the columns of a 2D matrix are unwound into a 1D array, he
lso is able to determine the inverse matrices �deconvolution opera-
ions� H−1 and H�−1. One can identify the identity matrix as I

H�−1RH−1. Thus, to obtain a more diagonal system of equations,
ne rewrites A� = d as

�H�−1AH−1�H� = H�−1d . �22�

he matrix operation H�−1AH−1 is much better conditioned than the
riginal matrix A. The simultaneous set of equations 22 then are
olved for H� using conjugate gradients, and the potentials are ob-
ained by filtering this result with H−1. Stanford Exploration Project
SEP� free-software library �SEPlib, 2004� contains software for
erforming these operations. Finally, the electric fields are obtained
y simple second-order finite differencing of E = − ��. The elec-
ric fields are determined in the above manner after every tenth time
tep in the poroelastic code.

To allow for electric-potential boundary conditions, an additional
0 grid points are added to all sides of the primary model region to
ush the influence of those conditions away from the modeled re-
ion. Following Anderson and Woessner �1992�, we increase the
rid spacing by a factor of 1.3 from one grid point to the next, up to a
aximum of 20 times the original grid spacing. The result is that the

oundaries are at least as far from the modeled region as the modeled
egion is wide. On the distant boundaries, we invoke Neumann con-
itions ��/�n = 0, where n is the direction normal to the boundary.
o check the accuracy of the above algorithm for solving Poisson’s
quation, we have verified that the above procedure produces the ex-
ct known response of a dipole in a whole space.

2D MODELING RESULTS

In the following examples, we investigate the sensitivity of the
eismoelectric interface response to the target geometry — layer
hickness, lateral extent, and lateral position relative to the shot
oint. We also simulate a time-lapse downhole survey that takes ad-
antage of several different properties of seismoelectric phenomena.
s will be discussed, crosswell and vertical-seismic-profiling �VSP�

shot on the surface and electrodes downhole� layouts are particular-
y well suited to seismoelectric applications.

In the following simulations, the seismic source is modeled as a
-kg shot of dynamite �Mo = 400 J�. For the zeta potential �a key pa-
ameter that fixes the electrokinetic coupling coefficient L and,
herefore, the amplitudes of the simulated electric fields�, we use the

odel � = 0.01 + 0.025 log10Cm �volts�, where Cm is the salt con-
entration in moles/liter of the fluid saturating the pores. This � mod-
l corresponds to laboratory measurements on sand �Pride and Mor-
an, 1991�.

The pore fluid in all the examples is assumed to be water. For a
odium chloride electrolyte at room temperature, the electric con-
uctivity of the fluid � f is � f = 10 Cm S/m, where Cm again is the salt
oncentration in moles/liter. The rock conductivity is given by �
� f /F, where the formation factor is modeled using Archie’s �1942�

aw F = 	m, and we assume m = 2 in all examples. The other fluid
roperties are � f = 80 �o = 6.8�10−10 F/m, � f = 10−3 Pa s, � f =
03 kg/m3, and Kf = 2.2�109 Pa. The rock density is given by �
� f	 + �s�1 − 	�, with �s = 2.6�103 kg/m3. The incompressibil-

ty of the individual solid grains is taken to be Ks = 35�109 Pa for
and and Ks = 25�109 Pa for clay. None of the numbers given in
his paragraph varies in the numerical examples. We use the Gas-
mann equations 7–9 to determine the poroelastic moduli. Thus, the
nly material properties that are allowed to vary in the following ex-
mples are K, G, 	, ko, and Cm.

The poroelastic part of each simulation �for a 1024�1024 grid
nd 3500 time samples, such as is used for all the examples shown
ere� requires roughly 5 hours of computation on a single worksta-
ion. An electric-field simulation was carried out at every tenth one
f these time steps �thus involving 350 calls to the Poisson-equation
olver�. This part of the seismoelectric modeling is readily parallel-
zed �because each time step is independent of the others�, but even
unning on 24 processors, the electric simulation of 350 time steps
equires approximately 8 hours of computation.

hickness and lateral extent of an aquitard

We begin with basic geometric variations of the simple model il-
ustrated in Figure 1 that involves an interface at 30 m depth between
sand layer and a clay layer. Material properties for these layers are

hown in Table 2. We are interested in the ability of the seismoelec-
ric method to image thin subsurface layers, so we have run seismo-
lectric simulations with various thicknesses of the clay layer, rang-
ng from a half-space �extending from 30 m deep to the base of the
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N62 Haines and Pride
odel at 51 m� to 0.5 m thickness. These layers are represented by
he dashed lines in Figure 1. The seismic source is modeled using a
icker wavelet centered at 200 Hz. The discretization is �z

0.05 m, �x = 0.07 m, and �t = 13 �s.
A sample synthetic seismoelectrogram is shown in Figure 2a, for

he case of a 2-m-thick clay aquitard. This shot gather has 96 chan-
els of data, extracted from a depth of 0.5 m into the finite-differ-
nce model region �not in the absorbing layer�. It represents the data
hat would be collected with an array of 1.4-m-wide electrode di-
oles, with a spacing of 0.72 m between dipole centers, as shown in
igure 1. This synthetic gather shows the strongly dipping coseismic
rrivals �labeled coseismic�, as well as the flat interface response
vent from the aquitard �labeled IR�. It also shows the coseismic ar-
ival associated with the reflected P-wave �labeled Reflection CS�.

e also extract a seismoelectrogram from a depth of 50 m, repre-
enting a fan geometry as shown in Figure 2b. If the simulation cell is
urned 90°, this example represents a gather that might be collected
n a crosswell survey �seismic source in one well and electrodes in a
ine along the second well�.

We can easily extract interface response arrival amplitudes from
he fan �or crosswell� profile synthetic seismoelectrograms without
nterference from the strong coseismic arrivals. Figure 3 shows the
bsolute value of the amplitude of the maximum of the interface re-
ponse arrivals for various layer thicknesses, each labeled. Note that
or these synthetics, the amplitude of the coseismic fields ranges
rom �4 to �16 mV. We can observe the dependence of amplitude
n layer thickness, and note that the observed amplitude is smallest

igure 1. Schematic diagram showing the geometry used for syn-
hetic models in this section. These models feature a clay aquitard
ayer at 30 m depth in a sand background. The layer thickness varies,
s does its lateral extent. And for the case of a 2-m-thick, 6-m-wide
ayer, the shot position is varied. Data shown are for electrode re-
eiver lines at the ground surface �surface geometry� and at depth in
he model �fan geometry�.

able 2. Physical properties of materials in layer-thickness
odels.

vp

�m/s�
	

�%�
K

�GPa�
G

�GPa�
ko

�m2�
�

�S/m�

Sand 1860 30 0.5 0.3 10−11 0.01

Clay 2300 10 1.07 0.23 10−16 0.05
or the half-space. For the layer with thickness that is similar to the
avelength of the P-wave ��10 m, in this case�, the two interface

esponse events from the two sides of the layer are of opposite polar-
ty, but the relative timing of the events causes them to constructively
nterfere. For layers that are thinner than the seismic wavelength, the
wo interface response events from the two sides of the layer no
onger are separate events; instead, a single interface response event
ccurs that corresponds more to a single dipole situated on the layer.
or the 5-, 2-, and 0.5-m-thick layers, we can see that the amplitude
ecreases with layer thickness, corresponding with the decreasing
istance between the regions of electric-charge buildup. Even for the
hinnest case �thickness�0.5 m or one-twentieth of the central
avelength�, the interface response arrival is stronger than for the

ingle-interface �half-space� model. This demonstrates the effec-
iveness of the seismoelectric method in detecting layers that are
ven 20 times smaller than the seismic wavelength. This result illus-
rates an essential difference between the seismoelectric interface re-
ponse and a seismic reflection �which, for the �/20 case, would
ave a much lower amplitude than the reflection from a single inter-
ace �Widess, 1973��.

igure 2. Synthetic seismoelectrograms for the case of a 2-m-thick
lay layer at 30 m depth. �a� Surface geometry shot gather, with
oseismic energy recorded at the same time as the interface response
IR�. The coseismic field of the reflected P-wave also is labeled. �b�
an geometry gather, with the coseismic field arriving after the inter-
ace response.

igure 3. Graph of AVO for the peak of the interface response as
easured by the fan receiver array for layers of various thicknesses,

rom a half-space to a half-meter. These amplitudes are roughly two
rders of magnitude less than those of the modeled coseismic fields.
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Seismoelectric numerical modeling N63
We also are interested in the lateral resolution of the seismoelec-
ric method, and so we have conducted a series of models with a 2-m-
hick clay aquitard of variable lateral extent, ranging from a 2-m-
ide block to a layer that is the full width of the model space. For all
f these cases, the shotpoint is centered above the feature in ques-
ion. Figure 4 shows amplitudes for the interface response from this
eries of targets. As the block becomes more laterally restricted, the
esultant interface response decreases in magnitude. This result is
ot surprising, but it confirms that we can image narrow subsurface
odies, including those that are significantly narrower than the diam-
ter of the first seismic Fresnel zone �which is �24 m, in this case�.

The amplitudes in Figure 4 are all for the case of a shotpoint that is
entered above the layer of interest. Of course, this represents a for-
uitous shot placement and is not the only geometry that will occur in
seismoelectric survey. For this reason, we investigate the effect of
oving the survey laterally along the model space, as shown with

he offset shot tests in Figure 1. Figure 5 shows amplitudes for the
ffset shots. Rather than decreasing for shots that are not directly
bove the target, the amplitude pattern is more complex. Because the
arget is not directly beneath the shot, the expanding seismic wave-
ront encounters the target at an angle that is oblique, rather than ver-
ical, and the resulting interface response dipole is oriented at the
ame angle. The amplitude pattern that we observe �asymmetrical
nd not centered at the source point� corresponds with a dipole at the
arget that is pointing directly toward the seismic source. Unfortu-
ately for the interpreter, this pattern is the same as for the interface
esponse from a single dipping interface.

In both of these cases �shots located above a continuous dipping
ayer and near but not directly above the end of a discontinuous lay-
r�, the charge distribution that creates the interface response field is
ssentially a dipole oriented at the incidence angle of the seismic ray.
he observed electric field will be very similar for these two cases,

equiring multiple shotpoints to resolve the ambiguity.

ime-lapse sand-channel study

We now present an important application of the seismoelectric
ethod to a problem of interest. Figure 6 shows the basic survey lay-

igure 4. Graph ofAVO for the peak of the interface response arrival
rom a 2-m-thick clay layer of varying lateral extent. These ampli-
udes are roughly two orders of magnitude lower than those of the

odeled coseismic fields.
ut. We are targeting a sand channel at 30 m depth within a clayey
oil background. Material properties are shown in Table 3. The chan-
el is 2 m thick and 6 m wide �the same geometry as one of the cases
n the last section, but with the materials swapped�. A well is located

m from the edge of the channel, and it allows us to use a vertical
ata-collection geometry, as shown in Figure 6. Data collected at one
oint in time �t0� are shown in Figure 7a, plotted in the usual way as
or VSP data, with the depth axis vertical and the time axis horizon-
al. We can see the coseismic arrival, the coseismic field of the re-
ected P-wave �reflection CS�, and the interface response created at

he channel �IR�. The coseismic field amplitude ranges from �0.2 to
2 mV, which is considerably lower than the coseismic fields in the

revious section because of the much higher electrical conductivity
f the material in which the field is being measured.

The downhole survey affords the opportunity to conduct a time-
apse survey with very similar recording conditions from one time to
he next. What is changing with time in the model is the salt concen-

igure 5. Graph ofAVO for the peak of the interface response arrival
rom a 2-m-thick, 6-m-wide clay layer, with shot position varied
rom centered above the clay layer to offset 6 m from the center.

igure 6. Schematic diagram of the model for the time-lapse synthet-
cs. A sand channel �2 m thick and 6 m wide� lies at a depth of 30 m
n a predominantly clay area. A well is 5 m from the edge of the lay-
r, and we use a downhole electrode array to record shot gathers at
hree different points in time. The mechanical properties remain the
ame, but we simulate contamination by increasing the salinity of
he pore water in the channel from 0.001 to 0.002 to 0.1 mol/liter.
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N64 Haines and Pride
ration of the water in the sand channel. This might correspond, for
xample, to a flux of pollutant through the channel. Because the wa-
er salinity has virtually no influence on the seismic waves, time-
apse surveying offers the possibility of simply differencing two shot
athers from different times to remove the coseismic energy.

Figure 7b shows data representing a later time �t1�, when the pore
uid in the sand channel has become somewhat contaminated �the
alinity has risen from 0.001 to 0.002 mol/liter�. The interface re-
ponse amplitude has fallen considerably, a change that is easily
een in the difference between the data collected at t0 �Figure 7a� and
1 �Figure 7b�, plotted in Figure 7d. At a later point in time �t2�, the
ontamination has worsened considerably, and the salinity of the
hannel porewater has become 0.1 mol/liter. The shot gather in Fig-
re 7c shows that the interface response amplitude has decreased
ignificantly. These changes also can be seen in the plots of the inter-
ace response amplitude differences between t0 and t1 and t2 in Fig-
re 8. The magnitude of the amplitude change between t0 and t2 is
imilar to the magnitude of the coseismic fields, suggesting that it

able 3. Physical properties of materials in time-lapse
odels.

vp

�m/s�
	

�%�
K

�GPa�
G

�GPa�
ko

�m2�
�

�S/m�
Cm

�mol/L�

and, t0 1860 30 0.5 0.3 10−11 0.01 0.001

and, t1 1860 30 0.5 0.3 10−11 0.02 0.002

and, t2 1860 30 0.5 0.3 10−11 1.0 0.1

lay 2300 10 1.07 0.23 10−16 0.05 0.001

igure 7. Synthetic seismoelectrograms for the time-lapse downhole
tudy. �a� Starting case �time t0�, with salinity of the pore water in the
and channel 0.001 mol/L. �b�At t1, the salinity has risen to 0.002, a
mall change that produces a noticeable change in the interface re-
ponse. �c� At t2, the salinity is much higher �major contamination�,
nd the interface response has nearly disappeared. �d� The time-
apse difference between t0 and t1, showing that the coseismic ener-
y has been subtracted, leaving just the difference between the inter-
ace response arrivals.
ikely would be readily observable in field data. The amplitude
hange between t0 and t1 is smaller but still is within an order of
agnitude of the coseismic amplitude.

CONCLUSIONS

The numerical modeling presented in this paper is the first full
eismoelectric simulation to be performed on a grid. The algorithm
llows us to simulate targets and heterogeneity having arbitrary 2D
eterogeneity. It thus allows us to simulate applications of the seis-
oelectric method with realistic subsurface heterogeneity. Such

imulations will be valuable as we attempt to determine the best ap-
lications for the seismoelectric method. Our modeling results es-
ablish that the seismoelectric method can image layers that are thin
even for a layer of thickness �/20, the interface response is stronger
han for a single interface� and narrow �lateral extent much smaller
han that of the first Fresnel zone�. However, such images would
ikely consist of a single interface response arrival for the entire lay-
r, rather than separate responses for the top and bottom of the layer,
epending on the seismic wavelength.

The time-lapse simulation illustrates the potential for the seismo-
lectric method to provide useful information that is otherwise un-
vailable. The small sand-channel target at 30 m depth would be dif-
cult to image seismically, and would be nearly impossible to image
ith ground-penetrating radar in this case because of the conductive

lay, although at this depth any target would be a challenge for a sur-
ace radar survey. The change in salinity is essentially invisible seis-
ically and would likely be difficult to characterize even with a re-

istivity survey that uses the borehole for single-well electrical resis-
ivity tomography. This is the sort of application to which the seis-

oelectric method is uniquely well suited.
These results encourage continued field experimentation and pro-

ide guidance in experimental design. In particular, they highlight
he value of creative survey geometries �e.g., the downhole geome-
ry used in the last example�. Coseismic fields often are more than an
rder of magnitude �and sometimes even are several orders of mag-
itude� stronger than the interface response fields of interest, so any

igure 8. Graph of amplitude versus depth for the interface response
rrival in the time-lapse survey simulation. Note that these ampli-
ude changes are within one order of magnitude of the absolute am-
litude of the coseismic fields, suggesting that they should be easily
bservable in real data.
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Seismoelectric numerical modeling N65
eometry that provides a clean time separation between the two in
hot gathers is desirable. In addition to strengthening the observed
ignal by placing the receivers near the interface response dipole, the
ownhole geometry avoids noise from strong near-surface electric
elds and, for a time-lapse study, downhole recording is likely to
ield more uniform data recording because electrode coupling is
ikely to be more consistent than for electrodes in the soil. The target
n the downhole example is particularly well suited to the time-lapse
pproach because the salinity change has virtually no effect on seis-
ic wave propagation, so that the coseismic energy subtracts out of

he gather differences.
This example also demonstrates a limitation of the seismoelectric
ethod. If we had only the data from the single shot recorded by the

ownhole electrodes, it would be challenging to determine the later-
l position and extent of the sand channel. Doing this would require
odeling a dipole at each possible position of the sand channel �and

riented along the local seismic ray angle� and then fitting both the
mplitude and the polarity reversals of the measured electric fields.

The utility of our numerical algorithm is limited by the high com-
utational cost of each simulation. Three-dimensional data with suf-
cient shots to produce a seismoelectric image would be preferable

o the 2D geometry shot gather simulations presented here. Improve-
ents to the algorithm �particularly the preconditioning used for

olving Poisson’s equation� could offer substantial cost savings and
ould permit more complex simulations. In our synthetic examples,
e have entirely neglected background electrical noise and instead
ave discussed amplitudes only relative to the coseismic energy.

Although it would be valuable to speak in quantitative terms, our
esults do not permit such interpretations. The amplitude of back-
round noise can vary by an order of magnitude or more from site to
ite. Electrode coupling impacts the recorded S/N ratio but is diffi-
ult to simulate. Thus, our results serve to illustrate various qualita-
ive concepts but cannot be taken as definite indications that the seis-

oelectric method is effective, for example, to a particular depth at
very location. Such modeling is likely to be most useful in guiding
he design of field experiments. Using the simulations as the forward

odel in attacking the inverse problem remains an exercise for the
uture.
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